Abstract-This work presents a novel dual-spectrum database containing both iris and periocular images synchronously captured from a distance and within a realistic indoor environment. This database was used in the 1 Cross-Spectrum Iris/Periocular Recognition Competition (Cross-Eyed 2016). This competition aimed at recording recent advances in cross-spectrum iris and periocular recognition. Six submissions were evaluated for crossspectrum periocular recognition, and three for iris recognition. The submitted algorithms are briefly introduced. Detailed results are reported in this paper, and comparison of the results is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The iris is well known as an accurate biometric trait. However, it is challenging to obtain sufficient quality for reliable recognition under less contrained acquisition. The periocular biometric trait, capturing the surrounding features of the eye region, facilitates incresead performance for low quality iris recognition and partial face recognition in less contrained conditions, such as from a distance or on the move.
Traditionally, commercial implementations of iris recognition systems use iris images acquired in the near infrared (NIR) spectrum. More recently, the use of noisy images captured in the visible (VIS) spectrum has atracted incresead interest. Highly pigmented irises present challenges when captured under VIS light mostly due to the pigmentation [1] but also due to specular reflections. Nevertheless, for less pigmented irises the VIS imaging can highlight the iris texture better than under NIR. This paper describes the first competition targeting cross-spectrum comparison as well as the benchmark dataset released for the competition. The key contributions of this work are: (1) A public database for crossspectral iris/periocular recognition. The database is distributed to academic and industry to support reproducible research. (2) Benchmark results on the database obtained through a public competition and showing trustworthy results due to the fact that methods were evaluated on a dataset unknown to participants.
The paper presents an overview of multispectral ocular recognition in Section II. The competition's database is introduced in Section III. Section IV lists results, which are discussed in more detail explaining methods in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusion.
II. MULTI-SPECTRAL RECOGNITION
In the literature one can find works exploiting multispectral techniques from several perspectives. Joint NIR and VIS iris acquisition is patented by Burge and Monaco [2] . In [3] a method is proposed that aims for enhanced accuracy when information from NIR+VIS bands is combined. Ross et al. [4] proposed an enhanced iris recognition system by considering the fusion of multiple spectra beyond wavelengths of 900 nm. Ngo et al. [5] give the design and implementation of a multispectral iris images acquisition system aimed at enhanced accuracy when information is combined. Another approach was proposed using the predictive NIR image based on the colour image and a slightly enhanced accuracy is reported when compared to matching the red channel only in [6] . Another work that studies the fusion of different spectra information and the cross-spectrum comparison is [7] where it is shown that cross-spectral performance presents itself as highly challenging (reporting > 33% when comparing NIR against RGB channels across feature types).
Recently, Ramaiah and Kumar [8] exploit the cross-spectral comparison concluding that even though the comparisons in near infrared and visible channels are independently quite accurate, the performance of cross-spectral iris matching is significantly degraded. The results show how challenging this task is by reporting a value of 34% for equal error rate (EER) in the NIR to VIS comparison. The authors of the referred work, stress that there is a need to develop large-scale crossspectral iris databases and advanced algorithms to accurately match such images. If iris cross-spectrum comparison is still an open problem, periocular cross-spectrum comparisons is an even less studied task. Recently, a cross-spectral periocular matching technique has been explored in [9] . This work shows how existing algorithms fail in the cross-spectral comparison task and for the proposed method reports values below 50% for the verification accuracy at 1% false acceptance rate (FAR) in the NIR to VIS comparison. An even more challenging problem involves matching the ocular region of a face image obtained in the VIS spectrum with an iris image obtained in the NIR spectrum [10] .
In the biometrics field, to allow advances and developments of new techniques, the existence of suitable databases is crucial. Multi-spectral databases already exist, however, not all the requisites for a realistic evaluation of the crossspectrum matching are met by them such as having images synchronously acquired or comprising both iris and ocular regions for further comparison. In [3] multi-spectral iris data is presented in which each iris snapshot outputs data acquired by four different spectral channels: NIR, R, G and B. The channels are perfectly registered and synchronized and can be used to form a false-colour image if those three channels are treated as traditional R, G, and B channels. The UTIRIS iris database [11] comprise NIR and VIS images of the same subjects however captured at different times with two different devices. More recently, Ramaiah and Kumar in [8] propose a new iris database composed by NIR and VIS images acquired simultaneously. The first cross-spectrum database with periocular images presented in [9] comprises images from three individual spectrums: VIS, night vision, and NIR.
III. THE CROSS-EYED DATABASE
The Reading Cross-Spectral Iris/Periocular Dataset (CrossEyed) [12] 1 , was used as the benchmark dataset for the 1 Cross-Spectral Iris/Periocular Competition. This dataset is composed by both VIS and NIR images captured with a custom developed dual spectrum imaging sensor, see Figure 1 , which acquires NIR and VIS images synchronously. Using a hot mirror with 90% NIR reflectivity and 80% VIS transmission and a calibrated setup, images are captured by highresolution (2K × 2K) machine vision cameras. The benefits for splitting beams before acquisition are the syncronous acquisition as well as a setup with standard components, however requiring a solid calibration of both cameras and lenses.
The images were captured from 120 subjects of several nationalities, ethnicities and eye colours. The ethnicity distribution is: caucasians 75%, asians 17%, indians 4% and africans 3%. The age range is from 20 to 70 years old. The male/female distribution is 66%/34%.
The Cross-Eyed dataset is composed by 3 subsets: iris, masked periocular and ocular images obtained by manually cropping the face images. For each subset, 8 images of both eyes captured in both spectra were provided by each of the 120 individuals totalizing 3840 images for each. To avoid usage of iris information by periocular methods and to distinguish both tasks proposed, the periocular images have a mask on the whole eye region (as discussed in [13] ). The periocular/ocular images are 900 × 800 pixels and the iris images are 400 × 300 pixels. Figure 1 illustrates some of the challenging conditions observed. 1 Available by request at www.crosseyed.eu.
The main features of this database are: synchronised NIR + VIS images; images acquired from distance: 1.5 metre; uncontrolled realistic indoor environment; large variation in ethnicity and eye colour; and realistic and challenging illumination reflection. Table I shows a comparison between CrossEyed and other recent cross-spectrum ocular databases.
IV. THE CROSS-EYED COMPETITON
The 1 Cross-Spectrum Iris/Periocular Recognition Competition (Cross-Eyed 2016) covered two tasks: periocular and iris recognition and in both the main challenge was to perform the comparison step between NIR and VIS images. Besides the importance of releasing new datasets to the research community, this competition aimed at recording advances in cross-spectrum iris/periocular recognition and to connect different research groups working on this topic.
The Cross-Eyed 2016 competition received registrations from 13 participants from regions all over the globe. Among the registered participants, 4 participants submitted their algorithms: HH from Halmstad University, Sweden; NTNU from Norwegian Biometrics Laboratory, Norway; Aurora and Bmscians, BMSCE College, India (not included in this paper because the final methods were not compliant to the submission guidelines).
A. HH periocular methods
The HH system exploits the fusion of algorithms based on Symmetry Patterns (SAFE) [14] , Gabor Spectral Decomposition (GABOR) [15] , SIFT [16] , Local Binary Patterns (LBP), and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [13] .
The matching scores from each matcher are mapped to a log-likelihood ratio according to the probabilistic Bayesian framework [17] , to provide a fusion framework by simply summing individual scores that allows an efficient probabilistic interpretation of the resulting score. The fusion function is trained with scores obtained by matching images both from the same sensor and from different sensors, to cope with same and cross spectrum matchings. The HH team algorithms were based on different feature fusions:
1 (all five features), 2 (SAFE+GABOR+LBP+HOG) and 3 (GABOR+LBP+HOG).
B. NTNU iris and periocular methods
NTNU approach leverages the response images obtained from a bank of binarized statistical independent filters (BSIF). The BSIF filters learnt using natural images have proven their reliability in vast image classification problems [18] - [20] . Motivated by the earlier success of BSIF, NTNU employed multi-scale BSIF [20] , [21] through an ensemble approach. To extract the iris region a coarse iris localisation technique based on [22] applied the same feature extraction technique for both iris and periocular, whereas the classifier employed in the comparator to obtain a fused score is learnt using the scores from three different training sets (combined training set, training set-2 and training set-1).
V. EVALUATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The evaluation comprised enrolment and template matching. Firstly, templates were obtained for all images. Then 2 types of comparisons were made: intra-class (every NIR image against each VIS image) and inter-class (3 NIR images against 3 VIS images, due to the computational effort of comparing all images).
To comply with the ISO/IEC standards [23] , the generalized false accept rate (GFAR) and generalized false reject rate (GFRR) evaluation metrics were used. They generalize the false match rate (FMR) and the false non-match rate (FNMR) to include failure to acquire (FTA) and failure to enroll (FTE) rates, and are defined as:
= × × and = + × + × × , where = 1− and = 1− . To compare the algorithms, the @ = 0.01 indicated as GF2 is used. The EER is reported to indicate the symmetrical accept and reject rates. Also the computational time for enrolment and matching is listed for each algorithm.
The final evaluation was made in a test dataset with 80 and 160 users for the periocular and iris tasks, respectively. Tables II and III reports the ranked performance and Figure 2 illustrates the DET curves of both periocular and iris algorithms.
Periocular Recognition Results
1 achieved nearly 100% accuracy giving the best performance in periocular recognition.
2 and 3 had similar performance, but significantly lower than 1 . It seems that SIFT features contribute decisively to the outstanding result in 1 . However, the fusion in 1 is computationally heavy both in processing time and template size mainly due 
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[seconds] to the SIFT process. HH's fusion algorithms performed relatively better than the learning-based methods from the NTNU, however 1 and 2 provided a good performance similar to 3 . The observable difference in 3 indicates the generalisation issue when applied to large-scale comparisons, which can be attributed to the comparison score level fusion using SVM. The model learnt on the training set is not robust enough to handle the data in large scale comparisons where the scores vary to a greater extent. The GF2 rates from all algorithms showed good performance. Even not recalling the 1 outstanding result, the other methods provided GF2 values between 9% and 33%. Even the highest value is below the state-of-the-art result of 53% reported in [9] .
Iris Recognition Results
All three NTNU algorithms for iris recognition achieved very good results, where both error rates (GF2 and EER) were lower than 4%. A recent state-of-the-art work [8] showed how challenging this task is by reporting a value of 34% for EER in the NIR to VIS comparison of iris images. High rate of accuracy in verification can be attributed to the block based approach employed.
The iris algorithms are the same as the periocular algorithms. Hence, it is interesting to observe how the iris performance compares to the periocular performance. All three iris recognition systems outperformed periocular verification for NTNU team. Although the iris images from this dataset present challenging factors, the iris patterns preserve highly discriminate information compared to the periocular region, even for cross-spectral comparison. Further, leveraging the information from the red channel alone in the visible spectrum has influence in achieving high verification rates for crossspectral iris matching.
However, the processing time for generating the template in the iris is more demanding in terms of computation time than that for the periocular task. One key factor in such a time response is due to localisation of iris followed by segmentation which are both complex tasks in VIS images.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the first competition on cross-spectral periocular and iris recognition and its benchmark dataset. This competition and dataset should provide valuable resources to the biometric research community and promote this relatively new topic. The use of this database will prevail beyond the competition, giving an opportunity for creating spectrumindependent algorithms and evaluating them in experiments. Overall, the cross-spectrum comparison posed a serious challenge to the participants. The results show beyond doubt that this problem is not fully investigated and there is room for improvement. Most of the methods have achieved good results, especially the fusion based 1 algorithm that obtained a nearly 100% accuracy. The learning-based algorithms showed outstanding performance on the iris recognition, but they also showed problems in generalizing to large-scale comparisons. In a broader view, this initiative contributed to the usability of iris/periocular recognition technologies on generic devices and diverse scenarios.
